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The most broadly accepted explanation of Sufism is the etymological derivation of the term from
the Arabic for “wool,” ṣūf, associating practitioners with a preference for poor, rough clothing.
This explanation clearly identifies Sufism with ascetical practice and the importance of
manifesting spiritual poverty through material poverty. In fact, some of the earliest “Western”
descriptions of individuals now widely associated with the larger phenomenon of Sufism
identified them with the Arabic term faqīr, mendicant, or its most common Persian equivalent,
darwīsh. Sufism, as presented here embraces a host of features including the ritual, institutional,
psychological, hermeneutical, artistic, literary, ethical, and epistemological.This second edition
of Historical Dictionary of Sufism contains a chronology, an introduction, a glossary, and an
extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 1,000 cross-referenced entries on
important personalities, major historical figures and movements, practices, economy, foreign
relations, religion, and culture. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers,
and anyone wanting to know more about Sufism.

Renard greatly expanded the second edition of his work covering Sufism, a lesser-known,
mystical branch of Islam. His balanced approach shows Sufism not as an aberration, but rather a
key component in the history and development of Muslim doctrine. The practice of Sufism
contains many regional and doctrinal variations that offer a variety of differing interpretations of
the teachings of Islam, not all of which are in agreement. Renard's expanded dictionary contains
over 1,000 short entries defining concepts relating to Sufism’s historical development, political
history, religious orders, alternate views, literature, institutions, common themes, and regional
variations. Some entries are identical to the first edition (Iberian Peninsula); other entries have
been expanded and updated (Ja'far aṣ-Ṣadiq, in the author's spelling). New subjects include a
variety of people (Muhammad al-Kattani), places (Somalia), and concepts (colonialism). Entries
are cross-referenced and transliterated. Most foreign terms used within the dictionary are
explained in the glossary. The source also has a chronology, a lengthy introductory essay, a 159-
page bibliography, websites, multiple photographs, illustrations, and maps. This updated edition
will be a valuable resource for the study and understanding of Sufism.Summing Up:
Recommended. All readership levels. ― CHOICE --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorJohn Renard is professor in the Department of Theological Studies at
Saint Louis University, where he has taught Islamic studies, history of religion, and comparative
theology since 1978. He has written He has published 19 books on Sufism and Islam. --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.
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The historical dictionaries present essential information on a broad range of subjects, including
American and world history, art, business, cities, countries, cultures, customs, film, global
conflicts, international relations, literature, music, philosophy, religion, sports, and theater.
Written by experts, all contain highly informative introductory essays of the topic and detailed
chronologies that, in some cases, cover vast historical time periods but still manage to heavily
feature more recent events.Brief A–Z entries describe the main people, events, politics, social
issues, institutions, and policies that make the topic unique, and entries are cross-referenced for
ease of browsing. Extensive bibliographies are divided into several general subject areas,
providing excellent access points for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more.
Additionally, maps, photographs, and appendixes of supplemental information aid high school
and college students doing term papers or introductory research projects. In short, the historical
dictionaries are the perfect starting point for anyone looking to research in these
fields.HISTORICAL DICTIONARIES OFRELIGIONS, PHILOSOPHIES, AND MOVEMENTSJon
Woronoff, Series EditorOrthodox Church, by Michael Prokurat, Alexander Golitzin, and Michael
D. Peterson, 1996Civil Rights Movement, by Ralph E. Luker, 1997North American
Environmentalism, by Edward R. Wells and Alan M. Schwartz, 1997Taoism, by Julian F. Pas in
cooperation with Man Kam Leung, 1998Gay Liberation Movement, by Ronald J. Hunt,
1999Islamic Fundamentalist Movements in the Arab World, Iran, and Turkey, by Ahmad S.
Moussalli, 1999Cooperative Movement, by Jack Shaffer, 1999Kierkegaard’s Philosophy, by Julia
Watkin, 2001Prophets in Islam and Judaism, by Scott B. Noegel and Brannon M. Wheeler,
2002Lesbian Liberation Movement: Still the Rage, by JoAnne Myers, 2003Unitarian
Universalism, by Mark W. Harris, 2004New Age Movements, by Michael York, 2004Utopianism,
by James M. Morris and Andrea L. Kross, 2004Feminism, Second Edition, by Janet K. Boles and
Diane Long Hoeveler, 2004Jainism, by Kristi L. Wiley, 2004Schopenhauer’s Philosophy, by
David E. Cartwright, 2005Seventh-day Adventists, by Gary Land, 2005Methodism, Second
Edition, by Charles Yrigoyen Jr. and Susan E. Warrick, 2005Kant and Kantianism, by Helmut
Holzhey and Vilem Mudroch, 2005Olympic Movement, Third Edition, by Bill Mallon with Ian
Buchanan, 2006Feminist Philosophy, by Catherine Villanueva Gardner, 2006Logic, by Harry J.
Gensler, 2006Leibniz’s Philosophy, by Stuart Brown and Nicholas J. Fox, 2006Non-Aligned
Movement and Third World, by Guy Arnold, 2006Salvation Army, by Major John G. Merritt,
2006Epistemology, by Ralph Baergen, 2006Bahá’í Faith, Second Edition, by Hugh C. Adamson,
2006Aesthetics, by Dabney Townsend, 2006Medieval Philosophy and Theology, by Stephen F.
Brown and Juan Carlos Flores, 2007Puritans, by Charles Pastoor and Galen K. Johnson,
2007Green Movement, Second Edition, by Miranda Schreurs and Elim Papadakis,
2007Husserl’s Philosophy, by John J. Drummond, 2008Existentialism, by Stephen Michelman,
2008Zionism, Second Edition, by Rafael Medoff and Chaim I. Waxman, 2008Coptic Church, by
Gawdat Gabra, 2008Jehovah’s Witnesses, by George D. Chryssides, 2008Hume’s Philosophy,



by Kenneth R. Merrill, 2008Shakers, by Stephen J. Paterwic, 2008Native American Movements,
by Todd Leahy and Raymond Wilson, 2008Mormonism, Third Edition, by Davis Bitton and
Thomas G. Alexander, 2008Hegelian Philosophy, Second Edition, by John W. Burbidge,
2008Ethics, by Harry J. Gensler and Earl W. Spurgin, 2008Environmentalism, by Peter
Dauvergne, 2009Bertrand Russell’s Philosophy, by Rosalind Carey and John Ongley,
2009Baptists, Second Edition, by William H. Brackney, 2009Islam, Second Edition, by Ludwig
W. Adamec, 2009Homosexuality, by Brent L. Pickett, 2009Buddhism, by Carl Olson,
2009Holiness Movement, Second Edition, edited by William Kostlevy, 2009Reformed Churches,
Second Edition, by Robert Benedetto and Donald K. McKim, 2010The Reformation and Counter-
Reformation, by Michael Mullett, 2010Heidegger’s Philosophy, Second Edition, by Frank
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Jeffery D. Long, 2011Calvinism, by Stuart D. B. Picken, 2012Hobbes’s Philosophy, by Juhana
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AĀBĀDSee .ABAKH KHOJASee . ABBĀSID DYNASTYSecond of many Islamicate dynastic
political regimes, nominally ruling from 133/750 to 656/1258 after supplanting the Umayyad
Dynasty. Claiming legitimacy as descendants of the Prophet’s uncle  Abbās, the  Abbāsids
made an important symbolic political statement by moving the capital from Damascus to the
newly founded city of Baghdad in 145/762. The rulers asserted their claim to universal caliphal
dominion over all of Islamdom, from Spain to the Indus River, but it was little more than 50 years
before provincial governors, first in Central Asia and the Maghrib and eventually across the
Middle East, began asserting their de facto independence of the central authority in Baghdad.
The caliph’s authority was increasingly contested by regional rulers, some of whom even
arrogated caliphal legitimacy to themselves. The first major assault on Baghdad itself was
mounted by the Saljūqid Dynasty in 447/1055, but the  Abbāsids suffered the definitive blow
when Mongol descendants of Genghis Khan sacked the capital in 656/1258. It was especially
during the middle years of the dynasty that political patronage of major Sufis supported major
institutional developments in Sufi organizations. See also ; . ABD AL-AḤAD GUL (d. ca.
1112/1700)South Asian Sufi shaykh and relative of Aḥmad Sirhindī. Known as “Gul” or “Rose,”
his nickname connected him with the common Sufi metaphor of the Lover (nightingale)
hopelessly enamored of the Beloved (rose). ABD ALLĀH AL-GHAZWĀNĪ (d.
937/1529)Successor to Moroccan Shādhilī leader Muḥammad al-Jazūlī influential in centralizing
the Jazūlīya under the Sa did Dynasty. ABD ALLĀH SHĀH (d. 890/1485 [or 832/1429?])Of
Persian origin, best known for bringing the Shaṭṭārīya to India. In the course of his circuitous
journey to South Asia, he studied with major shaykhs in the Caucasus and Central Asia. He
preferred trappings of wealth to manifest poverty and would not accept members who shied
away from trappings of material well-being, insisting that only those who were able to cope with
the ambiguity of poverty amid wealth, and solitude in the midst of social engagement, were fit
candidates. See also ; . ABD ALLAH SHĀH GHĀZĪ (720/1320–773/1371)Known as the “patron
saint” of Karachi, Pakistan, partly as a “warrior” Friend of God (ghāzī), and partly because of his
association with the miraculous provision of fresh water. He is said to have produced a spring by
striking a stone with his staff. His dargāh was eventually built on that site. His devotees included
many prostitutes and transvestites, suggesting that associated devotional rituals many have
originated in ancient erotic cults. See also ; . ABD AL- AZĪZ DIHLAWĪ, SHĀH (1159/1746–
1239/1824)Indian Naqshbandī, mystic, exegete, traditionist, and legal scholar, son of Shāh Walī
Allāh of Delhī. He was on generally good terms with the British and weighed in against Sufis he
regarded as tilting toward innovation, issuing fatwās denouncing, for example, animal sacrifice at
saints’ tombs. Theologically, however, he espoused a variety of the theory of waḥdat al-wujūd
(unity of being), explaining that it differed from the less controversial waḥdat ash-shuhūd (unity
of experience) largely as a matter of emphasis and ought not be interpreted as theologically



dangerous. The former position, he argued, emphasized that God’s unity is in no way
compromised by human participation in the divine being, whereas the latter limited that
participation to a more distant kind of witnessing. His views on Twelver Shī ī theology and
practice were quite polemical, whereas he included Hinduism among the “People of the Book.”
Hindu tradition, he argued, was based on authentic “prophetic” revelation, and he even drew
rough analogies between Hindu “avatars” and divine manifestations through prophets such as
Moses and Ṣāliḥ. In this respect his views were somewhat similar to those of Dārā Shikūh, but
 Abd al- Azīz nonetheless insisted that popular Hinduism was seriously degraded. See
also ; ; . ABD AL-BĀQĪ AL-BAKRĪ (d. 1310/1892)Government-appointed administrator of the
overall organization of Egyptian Sufi orders, responsible for granting legitimacy and status to
brotherhoods during the latter nineteenth-century. He was instrumental in forging ties with newly
arrived British colonial authorities. ABD AL-GHAFŪR (d. 1294/1877)Major South Asian Sufi
leader in resistance to British expansion in the “northwest territories” of present-day Pakistan.
During a nearly 40-year struggle, he exercised considerable sway in the Swat Valley region. See
also . ABD AL-GHANĪ AN-NĀBULUSĪ (1050/1641–1143/1731)Syrian religious scholar of the
Shāfi ī law school, poet, and mystic perhaps best known for his Arabic commentaries on the
works of earlier Sufis, such as the Dīwān of Ibn al-Fāriḍ and Muḥyī ad-Dīn Ibn  Arabī’s mystical
prophetology, Bezels of Wisdom (Fuṣūṣ al-ḥikam). His commentarial work is known for its
imaginative exegesis and heavy influence of Ibn  Arabī. He was a prolific author said to have
penned more than 200 works. He was a member of both the Naqshbandī and Qādirī orders and
is an important source of information on these and other Sufi institutions, especially the
Mawlawīya. Based in Damascus, he also spent some years in Baghdad and documented many
of his extensive travels through the Middle East in highly personal recollections on a number of
sacred places. See also ; . ABD AL-ḤAQQ DIHLAWĪ, MUḤADDITH (958/1551–
1052/1642)Persian- and Arabic-writing Indian Sufi, religious scholar, and commentator who
spent much of his long life in Delhi, where he enjoyed the patronage of Mughal rulers Jahāngīr
and Shāh Jahān in particular. As his title suggests, he was a specialist in prophetic tradition
(Ḥadīth) and is considered a pioneer in Indian Ḥadīth criticism. A member of the Qādirī order, he
made a significant contribution to Sufi hagiography in a work entitled Accounts of the Chosen
Ones and Secrets of the Devout (Akhbār al-akhyār wa asrār al-abḥār) dedicated mostly to Indian
figures, and a biography of his order’s founder,  Abd al-Qādir al-Jīlānī, on one of whose works
he also wrote a commentary. He was at odds with the Naqshbandī leader Aḥmad Sirhindī
concerning the nature of religious reform. See also ; . ABD AL-KARĪM AL-JĪLĪSee . ABD AL-
LAṬĪF BHITĀ Ī, SHĀH (1102/1690–1165/1752)Mystic and poet of Hyderabad-Sindh in present-
day Pakistan. He composed literary works known in Sindhī as risālō, portions of which he
named after traditional musical modes and which are still sung in those musical forms by
devotees at his tomb in Bhit. He was an important contributor to the “vernacularization” of Sufism
that broadened the reach of Sufi tradition and authority among nonurban populations. Themes
of many of his poems derive from Sindhi and Panjābī folklore, and he was clearly very fond of



the works of Rūmī. He then recast the romances in the Sufi idiom of the lover’s relentless quest
for the beloved, often making explicitly theological glosses on the tales. From the Sufi
perspective, it was the varying aspects of inner experience the poet discerned in his characters
that rendered the stories mystically instructive. Particularly noteworthy is the artist’s penchant for
especially refined development of the interior lives of his women characters. See also ; ; . ABD
AL-QĀDIR AL-FĀSĪ (d. 1091/1680)Important Moroccan Sufi, head of the Shādhilī zāwiya in
Qaṣr al-Kabīr. He was a major influence on the survival of the order in early modern times in Fez.
See also . ABD AL-QĀDIR AL-JĪLĀNĪ (470/1077–561/1166)Celebrated as a Sufi preacher,
father of 49 children, and eponymous ancestor of the Qādirī order, from the Persian region of
Jīlān. During his youth, he studied Ḥanbalī law in Baghdad, and there he became a disciple of
the Sufi shaykh Abū ’l-Khayr ad-Dabbās (d. 525/1131). After many years as an itinerant hermit,
he began his career as a preacher in 521/1127, apparently as a result of anxious dreams about
his mission in life. Stories abound of his charismatic performances in Baghdad, which drew such
crowds it was difficult to find adequately spacious venues. Most of the extant material attributed
to him has survived in the form of 200 sermons recorded by disciples. He expressed himself in
direct, nontechnical language appealing to a broad public that included Christians and Jews as
well as Muslims. He was also a noted scholar of Qur ān, Ḥadīth, and religious law. Some
regarded him as the spiritual pole of his age. Among Sufi Friends of God, none has sustained
such universal popular appeal across cultural and ethnic lines for so long as this worker of
wonders. Today, one can find countless examples of illustrated tales of this Sufi, from painted
glass images to children’s readers and coloring books, from Morocco to Malaysia. The order that
bears his name is traditionally considered the first formally constituted ṭarīqa and is among the
most influential and widespread. According to critics, the order’s popularity came at the price of
excessive openness to folk practices and the resultant dilution of authentic Muslim values. See
also . ABD AL-QĀDIR IBN MUḤYĪ AD-DĪN AL-ḤASANĪ, AMĪR, “AL-JAZĀ IRĪ” (1223/1808–
1300/1883)Widely known as an Algerian patriot and fighter who led resistance to the
establishment of French colonial rule from 1248/1832 to 1264/1847. One of several Sufi leaders
in the region attempting to establish independent political regimes, he was perhaps even more
important as a Qādirī Sufi. He was deeply influenced by the thought of Niffarī, especially as
interpreted by Ibn  Arabī, and wrote a major work called The Book of Standings (Kitāb al-
mawāqif) that outlines his view of the stations and states of the spiritual journey. After his
capitulation to the French, he went into exile, first to Turkey and eventually to Damascus, where
he died. See also ; ; . ABD AL-QUDDŪS GANGŌHĪ (ca. 860/1456–944/1537)Indian Sufi poet,
author of treatises in Hindi, Arabic, and Persian. From a family of religious scholars of the Ḥanafi
school originally from Afghanistan and later Delhi, he joined the Ṣābirīya branch of the Chishtī
order. He lived during the reigns of the earliest Mughal rulers. His chief Sufi teacher was Aḥmad
 Abd al-Ḥaqq Rudawlawī, but indirectly by way of a dream (according to  Abd al-Quddūs) and
via Rudawlawī’s grandson. His theology, some of which he communicated via epistolary
exchanges, was characterized by the centrality of the concept of “unity of being” (waḥdat al-



wujūd) and by his staunch defense of the thought of Ibn  Arabī. He wrote prolifically in both
prose and poetry, and though much of it is lost, a representative extant collection includes
treatises, commentary on Sufi classics, and a hagiography of Rudawlawī. Some of his writings
suggest the influence of Hindu/yogic spiritual practices. A son collected bio-hagiographical
material about him. Like other Chishtī Sufis before and after him, he was no stranger to the
corridors of power. See also . ABD AR-RAḤMĀN CHISHTĪ, SHAYKH (d. 1094/1683)Indian
religious scholar, descendent of Rudawlawī, hagiographer, and leader of the Ṣābirī Chishtīya
during the later Mughal period. He considered his main spiritual mentor Farīd ad-Dīn Ganj-i
Shakar. His Mirror of Secrets (Mir at al-asrār) is a landmark of Chishtī historiography in the
literary genre of generations, interpreting all of Indo-Persian Sufism as a monument to divine
providence as implemented through the leaders of successive generations who functioned as
cosmic poles. He penned two other major hagiographical works, but unlike the Mirror, both focus
largely on a single major figure, one on Zinda Shāh Mādar, the other on Ghāzī Miyān. Like
several other Indian Sufis, he translated Hindu work from Sanskrit. See also ; ; ; . ABD AR-
RA ŪF AS-SINKILĪ (ca. 1030/1620–ca. 1105/1693)Sumatran (Indonesia) Shāfi ī law scholar
and Sufi, member of the Shaṭṭārīya order. He wrote several Malay-language treatises, along with
some Arabic works and a Malay rendering of the Qur ān. Local tradition reveres him (less than
accurately) as the man who planted Islam in the Sumatran region of Acheh. He studied with
Kūrānī and was an important teacher of a brand of Sufism that emphasized strict accord with
law, very much in the Hadramawt-based (Yemeni) Aydarūsī tradition (along with Rānīrī). See
also . ABD AR-RAZZĀQ AL-KĀSHĀNĪSee . ABD AṢ-ṢAMAD OF PALEMBANG (d. ca.
1203/1789)Indonesian religious scholar from Sumatra who dedicated a great deal of effort to
translating Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazālī’s Revitalization of the Religious Disciplines into Malay. He lived
for many years in Arabia as a student in Mecca and was a follower of Muḥammad as-Sammān,
eponym of the Sammānīya order. His thought shows affinities with that of Ibn  Arabī even
though he generally criticized Sufis who taught ontological unity, the side of the wujūdī
controversy that he and like-minded thinkers characterized as “distorted” or “corrupt.” See
also . ABD AL-WAHHĀB, MUḤAMMAD IBNSee . ABD AL-WAHHĀB SARMAST
SACHALSee . ABD AL-WĀḤID IBN ZAYD (d. ca. 133/750 or 150/767 or 177/793)Major early
ascetic and disciple of Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (or his followers), he is generally included among “those
who weep” (the bakkā ūn) and known as a qāṣṣ (storyteller). He is sometimes credited with
founding the first residence for pious individuals (duqayra, ribāṭ) in  Abbadān, Iran. He was a
proponent of the tradition of “self-scrutiny” made most famous by Muḥāsibī and has been
associated with the notion that one can “see” God in the heart this side of death. See
also ; ; . ADĀK AṢ-ṢŪFĪ (fl. ca. 133/750)Among the earliest ascetics of Kufa, after whom like-
minded folk were dubbed “ Abdakites,” emphasizing actual poverty and simplicity of
life.ABDĀLSee .ABDĀL, QĀRĀ SHAMSĪ (d. 1303/1886)Turkish poet of Konya who joined the
Mawlawīya order and later immigrated to Crete, where he lived the rest of his life. His poetic
output included works in both Persian and Turkish, notably work in the na t tradition of spiritual



encomium.ABDĀL CHISHTĪ, KHWĀJA ABŪ AḤMAD (d. 355/966)An important symbolic
ancestor of the Chishtīya, from the town of Chisht (near Herat in northwestern Afghanistan). He
was a student of Abū Isḥāq ash-Shāmī (“from Syria”) and was a mainstay of the community his
teacher had founded in Chisht. See also ; .ABHĀR AL- ĀSHIQĪNMajor Persian work of
Rūzbihān Baqlī, Narcissus (or Jasmine) of the Lovers, similar in tone to works by Aḥmad
Ghazālī. The author devotes the work to exploring the many facets, theological and
psychological, of mystical love as the interface of the human with the divine. In the process, he
meditates on all the related aspects of beauty, intimacy, and union, all wrapped in the concept of
prophecy as the vehicle by which these mysteries are revealed and facilitated. See
also ; ; .ABHĀRĪ, ABŪ BAKR  ABD ALLĀH IBN ṬĀHIR IBN ḤĀTIM (d. 330/941–42)Early
Persian Sufi, said to have known Yūsuf ibn al-Ḥusayn ar-Rāzī, Shiblī, and other important Sufis
of Baghdad. Though he left no writings, fragments attributed to him surviving in works by others
emphasize his focus on traditional learning, abstinence, and the link between knowledge and
intimate experience of God. He downplayed claims of wonders, and what is known of his
exegetical approach suggests that he leaned toward the plain sense but occasionally pointed
out a metaphorical sense. He emphasized a personal spiritual ethic based on a keen sense of
individual responsibility born of faith. See also ; .ABIDINGArabic term for one of many important
concepts developed to describe subtle aspects of mystical experience, typically paired with its
polar opposite, annihilation (fanā ). Abiding (baqā ) refers to the paradoxical experience of
surviving an encounter with the divine, a meeting that, according to some theorists, means the
destruction of the “self” or individual personality and at the very least means the cessation of
self-awareness. Others adopt an ethical interpretation, suggesting that abiding refers to the
perdurance or survival of praiseworthy attributes in an individual once the negative qualities
have vanished. The term appears in some listings of stations and states, but theorists who
emphasize the more generalized aspects of this pair of concepts (abiding and annihilation) do
not so categorize them. See also ; ; .ABODE
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